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Health Insurance – to cover or not to cover
We are often asked about the benefits of
Private Health Insurance and whether the
increasing costs are justified. Unfortunately,
as with most financial decisions, every
situation is different and so the answer is
“it depends”. The following points may
make the decision process a bit easier.

First let’s look at Hospital
Cover.
1. In Hospital Charges
An emergency patient transported by ambulance and
treated in hospital until stabilisation and discharge can
have all hospital costs paid by Medicare. If privately
insured, the patient may subsequently be asked whether
the hospital can claim these charges from the patient’s
insurer. Before answering the patient should check
whether any gap charges would be payable and
decide whether they are willing to pay them.
2. Ambulance Costs
Ambulance costs are not covered by Medicare and are
the liability of the patient regardless of who requested the
service. These costs can be quite high and are subsidized
differently by each state government for its residents
only (a resident of one state requiring ambulance
services in another can find themselves in limbo with
no cover at all). In NSW the current charges include
a call out fee of $382 plus a charge of $3.44 per km
calculated on the round trip from ambulance base to
return, subsidized by 49% by the NSW government.
We would therefore suggest that Ambulance Insurance
be given serious consideration. It can be a small price
to pay for the peace of mind of knowing you will not
face a big bill after an unforeseen event. This can be
purchased as stand-alone cover or included in your
hospital policy and can include both emergency and
non-emergency transport or emergency only.
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3. Financial Incentives
The government currently offers four financial
incentives to take out Private Health Insurance.
a) Medicare Levy Surcharge (MLS) – additional tax paid
by high income earners who don’t have Private Health
Insurance. This starts at 1% for singles with total taxable
income of $90,000 ($900 pa) and scales up to 1.5% for
singles with $140,000 ($2100 pa) – double these income
limits for couples and increase by $1500 for each
subsequent child after the first. At these income levels
it makes sense to take out the cover as there are policies
available where the premium is less – leading to a tax
saving.
b) Lifetime Health Cover (LHC) loading – additional
premiums paid if you don’t take out Hospital Cover
before your 31st birthday. This is calculated at 2% extra
for each year you didn’t have cover up to a maximum of
70%. Those who never take out cover will therefore never
be affected. The penalty is removed if cover is held for
10 continuous years. The “doineedhealthinsurance.com.
au” website provides a tool to calculate the additional
premium payable over 10 years should you defer taking
out cover. These additional premiums can be substantial
but still less than having cover over all the ensuing
years. E.g. Tom earns $80,000 and defers taking out
insurance until he is 46. Between 46 and 55 years
old he will pay around an extra $6460 in premiums.
He will only be ahead financially if he could purchase
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cover for an average of less than $431 per annum
during the ages of 31 and 45 (previous 15 years).
c) As of April 1st 2019 insurers can offer a premium
discount on hospital cover of up to 2% for each year
that a person is aged under 30 when they first purchase
hospital insurance, to a maximum of 10 % for 18
to 25 year olds. Once determined, this age-based
discount will apply to their policy until they turn 41,
after which it will decrease by 2% per annum. It is
at the insurers’ discretion whether to offer the initial
discount, how long the discount will continue for that
product and whether to make it transferable to another
policy which the owner may subsequently purchase.
d) A rebate on Private Health insurance premiums
paid by either a reduced premium or a tax offset.
This rebate is income and age tested and currently
ranges from 33.887% for a single person earning
less than $90,000 to 0% for a single earning more
than $140,000 – double these limits for couples.
4. Types of Hospital Cover
New legislation came into effect on April 1st 2019
categorising hospital cover into 4 tiers. The minimum
standard of services covered in each tier is set by the
government and will be consistent across all insurers. If an
insurer chooses to include benefits above and beyond the
set minimums the name of the policy will also include “+”.
This change is intended to make it easier for consumers to

compare insurers’ offerings and fully understand the cover
they are purchasing. A comprehensive list can be found at:
http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.
nsf/Content/private-health-insurance-reforms-factsheet-gold-gilver-bronze-basic-product-categories
Waiting times for upgrading cover can be up to 2 years
so consider elective procedures well in advance (if possible)
if you intend to increase cover for specific procedures.
5. Public vs Private Hospitalisation
Medicare covers the doctors’ bills of public patients
in public hospitals for procedures that are medically
necessary. Waiting lists for elective procedures can
be lengthy and the procedures costly - private patients
may receive speedy attention but may end up paying
a “gap fee” to their doctors (who can charge more
than the Medical Benefits Scheduled fee - MBS) and
to their hospital. Be prepared for this to potentially
be thousands of dollars. Furthermore, be aware that
if the hospital has no gap agreement with the patient’s
insurer, the patient may have to foot the entire bill.
6. Outside of Hospital
Patients cannot claim GP or Specialist fees charged
for services outside of hospital from their private
hospital policy. Medicare covers 100% of the MBS
fee for GP’s and 85% for Specialists. Any charge
above the MBS limit is paid by the patient.
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Disclaimer for Kabel Newsletters:
This document contains factual information only. It is not intended to
imply any recommendation or opinion about a financial product and
does not take account of your objectives, financial situation or needs.
You should consider talking to a financial adviser and read the relevant
Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) before making a financial decision.
This document has been prepared by Kabel Financial Services who are
authorised representatives of Financial Wisdom Limited ABN 70 006 646
108, AFSL 231138, (Financial Wisdom) a wholly owned, non-guaranteed
subsidiary of Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124.
Information in this document is based on current regulatory requirements
and laws at the time of publication, which may be subject to change. While

The information in this article has been sourced from the following
Government websites and Choice Magazine:

care has been taken in the preparation of this document, no liability is

https://www.ato.gov.au/individuals/medicare-levy/private-health-insurance-

accepted by Financial Wisdom, its related entities, agents and employees

rebate/income-thresholds-and-rates-for-the-private-health-insurance-reba

for any loss arising from reliance on this document.

te/?anchor=Incomethresholdsfor201516201617and201718#PHIincomethr
esholds

This issue contains the opinion/perception of Kabel Financial Services and

https://privatehealth.gov.au

not of Financial Wisdom”.

http://www.ambulance.nsw.gov.au

Now let’s consider “Extras”
Firstly, Extras cover is not necessary in order to avoid the
MLS or the LHC loading. Consider Extras as discount
vouchers for services offered outside of hospital. The most
used services on which claims are made are optical, dental,
physiotherapy and chiropractic. To assess whether cover
would be appropriate for you consider the following:
• What age group are you in? Statistics indicate that
people aged between 55 and 74 make the most claims on
their Extras cover. Younger people tend to subsidize the
older generation as legislation protects premiums from

1. Several websites exist for the purpose of
comparing provider offerings. Some receive
commissions on the products they recommend
and sell and others, like Choice, are independent.
Use as many as time allows to make a shortlist
of possible suitable policies, taking note of the
following points:
• Be aware of item limits on individual services
which can make reaching your annual limits
virtually impossible.

being calculated taking age into consideration.
• Are you a family with dependent children? Premiums
for families are the same as for couples so effectively
children are insured for free. So, for a family of 4,
buying a policy with monthly premiums of around $80
(annual $960) can be beneficial when you calculate that
just the benefit received from having the recommended
biannual dental check-up for each family member can
be $960 (average cost for each visit being $200 with
the insurer paying 60%). Of course, if you don’t have
your regular examinations or use the other services
covered then you’re wasting your money. Similarly, if
you add orthodontic cover years ahead of when it will
be needed then you will not recover the costs of the
premiums (in general, orthodontic cover has a 12 month
wait period only). Our analysis indicates the best value
for orthodontic cover is gained when multiple family
members have braces concurrently.
• Do you have specific needs you can regularly claim
on? A young active single who requires frequent visits
to the physio to maintain their sporting edge can
purchase cover for $30 a month and be financially
ahead after claiming their annual limit and having their
recommended dental checks.
If any of the above apply, then Extras cover
is worth considering. Following is a guide to
calculating whether you should take the plunge.

• Take note under dental cover section whether
general services are combined with major,
endodontic and orthodontic services. Separate
limits are recommended.
• Generally, a percentage limit per item is
favourable as it then keeps pace with price rises.
• Anticipate future requirements but be aware that
waiting periods can be up to 12 months to gain
cover.
• Consider having separate providers for Hospital
and Extra’s cover – savings can be made by doing
this.
2. List your expected annual charges (or if you
already have cover request your previous annual
statement) – using a spreadsheet will make life
easier.
3. Apply the benefits payable by each of your
shortlisted policies to each of these services used.
4. Compare this total to your total annual
premium.
5. You have now quickly calculated if Extra’s cover
is “worth it”. Any unanticipated benefit paid is
a bonus.
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What’s happening at Kabel

Welcome Erin

Go Jeremy

Introducing our newest member of staff, Practice
Support Officer Erin Zhou. Erin enjoys reading,
loves swimming, doing yoga and boxing. She started
to learn the piano about 2 years ago and has also
recently started taking Zumba classes.

Jeremy (our newest addition to the Financial Adviser
team) is currently in training for another all-day
effort at the Ultra-Trail Australia 100km running
event in the Blue Mountains in May. He regularly
heads down to Lane Cove River with other keen
runners in the office (Tim, Denise C & Hugh)
during their lunch break. We all agree that getting
out on the trails and immersing yourself in nature
provides great stress-release but the rest of us tend
to do it in a “gentler” way.
What is the appeal of a 14+ hour race into the
middle of the night you may ask?

Borneo Escape

Jeremy says: “The longer the event, the more it
becomes a mental challenge as much as physical.
It’s a fascinating journey into your deepest (and
darkest!) emotions”.

Not to be eclipsed by the younger generation, Irene
and Don paddle boarded down an arm of Rungan
River in Borneo, in search of orangutans. They are
supporting a start-up social enterprise in
Central Kalimantan.

As most of you are aware, The Royal Commission has
caused major changes in the Financial Industry. We
publish Newsflashes regularly on major issues, but if
at any time you feel the need for clarification on any
of these changes, please do not hesitate to contact us.

The venture provides employment for the locals,
supports local produce and the near-by Orangutan
Reserve, as well as attempts to preserve the diverse
flora and fauna in the rainforest.
Support a good cause: www.borneoescape.com
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